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Analyzing House Fly’s Exploration Behavior with AR Methods
Hisanao TAKAHASHI, Naoto HORIBE,
Takahshi IKEGAMAI, Masakazu SHIMADA
Graduate School of Arts and Science, University of Tokyo, Japan
This paper presents a detailed characterization of the trajectory of a single housefly freely
walking in a square cage. The trajectory of the fly is recorded and transformed into time
series, which is fully analyzed by the method of AR model. A main discovery is that the fly
switches the styles of motion from the low dimensional regular pattern to the higher dimen-
sional disordered pattern. In particular, the anomalous diffusion is found to well characterize
the fly’s exploration behavior. The exploration behavior analysis is important form both
psychological and dynamical system’s point of view.
KEYWORDS: housefly, AR model, anomalous diffusion, exploration behavior, memory and
learning
1. Introduction
This study characterizes the trajectory of a single housefly freely walking on a horizontal
flat surface of a cage. A kind of housefly seldom flies but forages a cage for food. This for-
aging behavior is spontaneous and sometimes looked intentional. The motion structure can
be interesting from both psychological and dynamical system’s point of view, however, the
detailed characterization is yet to be done.
We use an AR model1,2 for the first time to analyze the trajectory, and showing that the
trajectory of a fly walking is not a simple random walk. The fact that the foraging pattern is
deviated from the random walk, which has been discussed in terms of the foraging efficiency6–10
is related with an anomalous diffusion of the fly’s walk.
Using the AR method, we classify the time series of the fly’s this motion patterns during
the foraging behavior, and we can point out the psychological aspect of a fly. Even a simple
animal such as a fly that has no development of the cerebrum, chooses the movement with
respect to the information of the environment, so that the trajectory has some information of
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sensori-motor coupling of the flies, and the adaptability to the environment.
Apparent changes of the fly’s walk were studied between pre- and post-feeding phases
in terms of the angle turned and the distance (e.g. forwarding) movement.3 Before feeding,
there is considerable variation in both the angle turned and the distance movement. But,
after feeding, there is a sharp increase in the mean angle turned and a sharp decrease in the
distance moved and those movements for one minute after feeding are nonequilibrium. From
this result, they reported that these responses act to keep the fly in the immediate area of
feeding, increasing the probability of additional discoveries of the food, if they were clumped.
In our analysis of a local stationary AR model, we found that the distance movement
took a stationary distribution, which is rather inconsistent with their results. We assume
that the difference comes from the definition of “stationary” in our method. Our definition is
appropriate if we regard a fly as a motivated autonomous agent having a structured motion
pattern.
The number of the available data set is still restricted highly, we will report mainly two
things, using these data.
(1) The effective changes, measured by the AR model, are consistent with the motion struc-
ture changes.
(2) Anomalous diffusion was cleanly observed for the forging behavior.
The AR model shows us some different aspects of the time series’ character from those
reported before,3,4 where their method is often called descriptive statistics. Although the AR




We used a housefly, and recorded the trajectory of its walking, using the system which
is the combination of acryl cage, digital video camera and a personal computer. The figure
1 shows the whole picture of our system. A fly is put in the acryl cage whose size is 47 cm
square and 2.5 cm deep. From the above cage, the digital video camera is taking the whole
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picture of it. Then the place of the fly in the picture is transformed to two dimensional time
series (on x, y coordinate), using a personal computer.
Small droplets of sugar solution (4 % source), 2µl, were distributed on the floor of the
cage. We also make some experiments under the no sugar solution condition for comparison.
Figure 2 shows a trajectory of a fly for about 7 minutes.
2.2 Local stationary AR model
We use a local stationary autoregressive (AR) model to analyze the time series. The local
stationary AR model is based on an AR model as follows. Let us denote the value of time
series at time t, t−1, t−2, ... by xt, xt−1, xt−2, .... Also let zt, zt−1, zt−2, ... be the deviations
from the mean value of the time series µ, i.e. zt = xt−µ. The mth order AR model is defined
as follows.
zt = a1 zt−1 + a2 zt−2 + · · · + am zt−m + wt (1)
where wt is the Gaussian white noise whose variance is σ
2. A standard Akaike Information
Criteria (AIC) is used to decide the effective AR coefficients a1, a2, ..., am and the variance
σ2 of this model.1
A local stationary AR model is constructed from this as follows. Divide the time series
into the well-defined small intervals which have the same length L, and suppose the AR model
is stationary in each interval. Using the AIC, we decide the AR coefficient and the variance
in the first and second interval and name these AIC values as AIC1 and AIC2, respectively.
(See Fig. 3.) Now, we regard the united interval from the starting point of the first interval
to the ending point of the second interval as one interval. Using the AIC method, we decide
the AR coefficient and the variance for this interval in the same way as before, and name this
AIC value as AIC12. If AIC1 +AIC2 < AIC12, then we assume the two interval are driven by
the different AR model, and otherwise, the two interval are driven by the same AR model.
When this inequality holds AIC1 + AIC2 < AIC12, we regard the second interval as a
first interval and the third interval as a second interval, and do the same procedure as before.
When the inequality AIC1 + AIC2 > AIC12 holds, we regard the united interval as a first
interval and the third interval as a second interval. We continue the same procedure until all
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the data set is investigated.
The analysis of the AR method is appropriate if we regard a fly as a structural creature
and its walking has also structure.
2.3 Spectrum
If the local AR model concludes that two sequence parts of the time series are different,
then we conclude that it is due to the nonstationary or nonlinear effects of the fly’s walk. We
should think that even the time series is separated by the local AR model, it doesn’t mean
that the strategy of the fly’s walk is changed at that separated point. The local stationary AR
model is too rigid for its classification of the time series, so that we further use a spectrum
analysis to do classification.
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We decompose the time series into a velocity li and an angular element θi parts. Before
applying the local stationary AR model, we define a velocity difference as zi = li − li−1 as
this value symmetrizes. Figure 4 shows the time series of the velocity’s difference (a) and the
angular difference (b), which we will analyze practically in this paper.
2.5 Anomalous Diffusion
Anomalous diffusion is observed in many kinds of exploration behavior of organisms.8,9
Here we define the anomalous diffusion as follows. Examine the diffusive speed for the fly’s
walk as
< x2 >∼ t1−α. (2)
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If the α is less than zero, it implies an anomalous diffusion. α = 0 implies the Gaussian random
walk.
The anomalous diffusion is believed to be efficient movement for the foraging behavior. The
fly’s exploration pattern is smooth, whereas the Le´vy walks studied in [8,9] are a combination
of straight lines. However, the fly’s walk realizes the anomalous diffusion, using several walking
pattern, which is classified by the AR model in this paper. It is possible to make an anomalous
diffusion form the combination of other walking styles.10
3. Results
Time series in Fig. 2 is for about 7 minutes and the duration of the time series is 0.2
seconds. The density of the line of the trajectory is higher at some area and lower at other. At
the congested area (around (440, 380) for the coordinate), there are small droplets of sugar
solution. The fly in the cage reached by walk to a sugar solution by chance, then it sucked
the solution, and left the solution.
Right after the fly left the solution, the fly walked around the solution for about one
minute, and so the line is crowded around there (Fig. 5 (a)). And also it seems that the
fly’s walking pattern has a certain center. Our interpretation for this fly’s behavior is that
the fly predicts the probability of finding a sugar near that area is higher than at the other
places. And we could assume that this prediction is the result of the adaptation to the natural
environment of the fly.
Figure 5 (b) shows the trajectory after in Fig. 5 (a). The fly’s walking pattern changes its
character with in Fig. 5 (a). The density of the trajectory is lower, and the fly walks in the
wider area. After searching near found food area for a while, the fly seems to search wider
area. This strategy may also make the finding food probability higher.
The results of the local AR model are given in Table I. Concerning the velocity’s difference,
two intervals are combined from 171 steps to 370 steps, and two from 871 steps to 1070 steps.
Also three intervals are picked up from 371 steps to 670 steps and two from 671 steps to 870
steps for the angular differences. The angular and velocity motion of the fly don’t change
synchronously in this case of 271, 471, 571, 771, 971 steps. Concluding from these results, the
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fly can separately choose its angular motion and velocity motion.
We expect that the AR order changes corresponding to the changing motion structure of
the fly’s walk with respect to the angular differences. In the interval from 171 to 470, the AR
order is higher, and this fact corresponds to that the fly’s walk in this interval seems to wind
around the sugar solution it found. In the interval from 671 to 1170 and from 1271 to 1370,
the AR order becomes lower and the elements of the longer period are higher in its spectrum
as we will mention later, and this fact corresponds to that the fly’s walk is getting smoother.
For the case of the interval from 471 to 670, we have to consider the effect not only from the
angular difference but also from the velocity’s difference.
Figure 6 shows the spectrum of the velocity’s difference, and we show the corresponding
intervals at the top of each figure. It is hard to find out same regularity or rule in these figures.
It seems that the figures of (371-470), (571-670) and (671-770) have similar patterns, due to
the fact that these three patterns of the walk are probably from the same mode of the fly’s
walking with respect to the velocity’s element. If the local AR model concludes that two time
series are different from each other, it may be caused by the nonstationarity or nonlinaerity
of the time series. We should not immediately think that the time series are separated by the
local AR model, which means that the mode of the fly’s walk changes at its separated point.
With the same reason, the intervals of (871-1070) and (1171-1270) may have the same motion
structure.
Figure 7 shows the spectrum of the angular difference. In the same reason explained above,
the intervals (671-870), (871-970), (1071-1170) and (1271-1370) may have the same strategy,
i.e. mode of motion. If the fly is walking with changing its angular periodic and slower speed,
then the fly can explore compact area. This happened at 171-470 steps. And even if the
fly is walking with changing its angular periodic and moderate speed, then the fly explore
wider area. This happened at 471-670 steps. If the fly walks moderately and change its angle
smoothly, then the fly can explore much wider area.
Figure 9 shows log-log plots for the eq. (2) and it shows that the points well fit from the
time interval 0.4s to 8s. We got α = −0.47 using these points. This result intends that the
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fly’s walk is indeed an anomalous diffusion. From these results, we can state that a fly realizes
its higher searching efficiency for a food, using several different style of exploration behavior.
4. Concluding remarks
We found that the velocity and angular elements synchronously change with respect to
the AR dimension but sometimes they change asynchronously. Based on the observation, we
assume that a fly has a control system of walking movement. There are two main choices,
one is for the velocity element, and the other is for the angular element. There are several
channels for each main choice, and a fly chooses one channel for each main choice, and then
the fly creates its walking pattern.
We assume the time series of the fly’s walk as the locally stationary time series, but we
should carefully concern with nonstationary or nonlinear aspect of the time series. To solve the
problem of the nonstationarity or nonlinearity of the fly’s walk, we may need to find another
time series model besides the AR model. It is true that a fly does not walk long, but stops
rather frequently and sometimes flies. This is another disturbing factor in this experiment. It
seems that a fly tries to fly, when it cannot find anything interest after a while. A big jump
about 500 steps found in Fig. 4 (a) is caused by this reason. Right after flying, it changes its
walking style if we compare it with the previous style. (But it is not detected clearly yet.)
We only used the local stationary AR model for the constant intervals, but the time series
of a fly’s walk does not change at the regular intervals. To estimate the change points, we
need to use another time series model.
This flies exploratory walking is nicely captured by the anomalous diffusion process in
the experiment. The walking is controlled consciously but sometimes driven by the uncon-
scious motivative force. Namely, sensori-motor coupling is tightly coupled but is dynamically
changing from the coupled state to the de-coupled states. This coupling/de-coupling dynamics
reminds us of Greenspan’ gropu’s beautiful electro-phisiological studies on Drosophila (e.g.
Greenspan, 20045), where he shows that flies’ couple and decouple the link between the central
nervous system and the muscle system while sleeping. Our study shows the potential and even
within the awake period, a fly does couple and decouple the sensori-motor loop.
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Memory systems must be understand in detail from the phycological point of view. A fly
has similar memory system with mammalian, and the genetic studies of learning and memory
for the fly are now going on.11
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Fig. 1. Experimental system
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Fig. 2. Trajectory of a fly for about 7 minutes.
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AIC12
Fig. 3. Local stationary AR model
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Fig. 4. Element of the velocity’s difference (a) and the angular difference (b).
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Fig. 5. Trajectory of a fly for one minute after feeding (a), and for about three minutes after the one
minute (b)
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(171-370)



































































































Fig. 6. Rational spectrum for the velocity’s difference. The corresponding intervals are described at
the top of each figure.
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(171-270)




















































































































Fig. 7. Rational spectrum for the angular difference. The corresponding intervals are described at
the top of each figure.
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Fig. 8. Trajectory of a fly for about 14 minutes with sugar solution’s droplets (a), and for about 27
minutes with no-sugar solution’s droplets (b).























Fig. 9. Log-log plots for the eq. (2) with the duration 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, 12.8, 25.6, 51.2 seconds
and the line represents α = −0.47.
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(a)
steps AR order AR coefficient σ2
171 - 370 5 -0.521, -0.322, -0.287, -0.207, -0.173 12.563
371 - 470 2 -0.420, -0.335 8.699
471 - 570 7 -0.425, -0.176, -0.296, -0.121, -0.064, 22.312
-0.318, -0.142
571 - 670 3 -0.416, -0.366, -0.168 12.329
671 - 770 2 -0.154, -0.271 19.372
771 - 870 9 -0.149, -0.243, -0.190, -0.220, 0.015, 5.569
0.056, -0.054, 0.255, 0.210
871 - 1070 4 -0.049, -0.157, -0.169, -0.105 10.831
1071 - 1170 0 0 5.737
1171 - 1270 5 0.112, -0.230, -0.195, -0.188, 0.151 1.361
1271 - 1371 4 0.044, -0.043, 0.057, -0.299 6.654
(b)
steps AR order AR coefficient σ2
171 - 270 6 0.402, -0.069, 0.033, -0.194, -0.043, 0.350
0.285
271 - 370 7 0.102, 0.184, -0.130, -0.003, 0.092, 0.581
-0.045, 0.284
371 - 670 7 0.204 -0.1424, 0.060, -0.182, 0.193, 0.390
-0.049, 0.174
671 - 870 1 0.352 0.215
871 - 970 1 0.255 0.341
971 - 1070 0 0 0.163
1071 - 1170 1 0.407 0.185
1171 - 1270 3 -0.056, -0.176, -0.176 0.064
1271 - 1371 1 0.274 0.235
Table I. Results of the local RA model for the velocity’s difference (a), and for the angular difference
(b).
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